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The complex relationship between ontogeny and phylogeny has been the subject of attention and controversy since von
Baer’s formulations in the 19th century. The classic concept that embryogenesis progresses from clade general features to
species-specific characters has often been revisited. It has become accepted that embryos from a clade show maximum
morphological similarity at the so-called phylotypic period (i.e., during mid-embryogenesis). According to the hourglass
model, body plan conservation would depend on constrained molecular mechanisms operating at this period. More re-
cently, comparative transcriptomic analyses have provided conclusive evidence that such molecular constraints exist. Ex-
amining cis-regulatory architecture during the phylotypic period is essential to understand the evolutionary source of body
plan stability. Here we compare transcriptomes and key epigenetic marks (H3K4me3 and H3K27ac) from medaka (Oryzias
latipes) and zebrafish (Danio rerio), two distantly related teleosts separated by an evolutionary distance of 115–200 Myr. We
show that comparison of transcriptome profiles correlates with anatomical similarities and heterochronies observed at the
phylotypic stage. Through comparative epigenomics, we uncover a pool of conserved regulatory regions (700), which are
active during the vertebrate phylotypic period in both species. Moreover, we show that their neighboring genes encode
mainly transcription factors with fundamental roles in tissue specification. We postulate that these regulatory regions, active
in both teleost genomes, represent key constrained nodes of the gene networks that sustain the vertebrate body plan.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Behind the broad anatomical diversity observed in vertebrate
species rests a common body plan that is established early during
embryogenesis and is shared by the entire clade. Central to our
modern view of the ontogeny/phylogeny relationship is the con-
cept that basic animal blueprints stand on the evolutionary con-
servation of key gene regulatory circuits that define tissue and
organ identity during embryogenesis (Davidson and Erwin 2006;
Carroll 2008). This notion can be traced back to von Baer’s for-
mulations in the 19th century, proposing that embryo de-
velopment progresses from the more general features of a clade to
the specific characters of the species. Or, in other words, that
within a particular group the early embryonic forms are more
similar than the adults (Gould 1977). During the past few decades,
it has become accepted that the window of development at which
embryos of a clade showmaximummorphological similarity is the
phylotypic period (Slack et al. 1993), which does not correspond to
the earliest stages of development but rather to mid-embryogen-
esis once the main body axis has been formed (i.e., pharyngula in
vertebrates). However, whether this morphological invariance is
also reflected by the conservation of molecular modules has been
the subject of debate. According to the egg-timer/hourglass model,
conservation of the body plan would depend on constrained
molecular mechanisms operating at the phylotypic phase. Among
the potential causative mechanisms postulated are the molecular
logic imposed byHox gene colinearity (Duboule 1994) and the low
modularity, and therefore high interdependence, of develop-
mental networks during the phylotypic period (Raff 1996; Galis
and Metz 2001). Molecular studies in vertebrates based on the
ontogenetic analysis of expression for essential genes, as well as
protein–protein interactions and signaling pathways, have failed
to identify a clear constrained signature during the phylotypic
period, thus supporting a funnel-like model (Roux and Robinson-
Rechavi 2008; Comte et al. 2010). However, systematic comparative
transcriptomic analyses in vertebrates, Drosophila, Caenorhabditis,
and even in plants have recently provided conclusive evidence for
the existence of molecular constraints during mid-embryogenesis.
These studies have reported both the convergence of interspecific
gene expression and the prevalence of ancient genes at the phylo-
typic phase (Domazet-Loso and Tautz 2010; Kalinka et al. 2010; Irie
and Kuratani 2011; Levin et al. 2012; Quint et al. 2012).
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Examining the cis-regulatory logic is a fundamental step to-
ward understanding the evolutionary sources of the observed
developmental constraints imposed on animal body plans. Com-
parative chromatin immunoprecipitation-sequencing (ChIP-seq)
and epigenomics studies have recently opened the possibility of
uncovering conserved cis-regulatorymodules during development
(Schmidt et al. 2010; Woo and Li 2012; Xiao et al. 2012; Cotney
et al. 2013). In this sense, recent work in zebrafish indicates that
enhancers that become activated at late gastrula and remain active
during mid-embryogenesis are evolutionarily more conserved than
those activated earlier or later during development (Bogdanovic
et al. 2012). The direct comparative analysis of functionally con-
served enhancers in related species will now shed some light on the
constrained architecture of the regulatory networks operating at the
phylotypic phase (Nelson and Wardle 2013). To address this issue,
we have compared transcriptomes and epigenetic marks from me-
daka (Oryzias latipes) and zebrafish (Danio rerio), two distantly re-
lated teleosts separated by an evolutionary distance of 115–200
Myr (Furutani-Seiki and Wittbrodt 2004). To complement tran-
scriptomic and epigenomic data sets previously reported in zebra-
fish (Aday et al. 2011; Bogdanovic et al. 2012; Collins et al. 2012;
Pauli et al. 2012;Choudhuri et al. 2013),wehave generatedRNA-seq
and genomic tracks for key histone modifications (H3K4me3 and
H3K27ac) from stage 24 (44 hpf) medaka embryos. This embryonic
stage in medaka corresponds anatomically to 24-hpf embryos in
zebrafish (early pharyngula), that is within the phylotypic period
(Kimmel et al. 1995; Iwamatsu 2004). Our comparative analysis of
fish transcriptomes shows that expression levels of tissue-specific
genes correlate with anatomical similarities and heterochronies
between medaka and zebrafish. Furthermore, comparative epi-
genomic analysis of putative active regulatory regions (PARRs) re-
veals that only 36% of them (4672 out of 12,938) are conserved at
the sequence level between the analyzed teleosts. Among these
conserved regions, only 14% (680 out of 4672), here termed shared
putative active regulatory regions (SPARRs), are simultaneously ac-
tive in both species during the phylotypic period. Interestingly,
genes associated with this small set of co-acetylated regions show
a broader and more complex regulatory landscape. In fact, this
collection of genes is highly enriched in transcription factors and
signaling molecules with key roles in the control of regulatory cir-
cuits involved in the specification of tissues and organs.We propose
that SPARRs are evolutionarily constrained nodes that highlight
core gene networks involved in the definition of the vertebrate
body plan.
Results
Anatomical similarities and heterochronies between zebrafish
and medaka phylotypic embryos
The ontogenetic analysis of the cumulative evolutionary age of the
zebrafish transcriptome (i.e., age index) has revealed that the most
ancient set of transcripts corresponds to the late segmentation to
early pharyngula stages. The onset of heart beating and blood
circulation at 24 hpf are two prominent morphological features
that characterize this period of maximum evolutionary constraint
(Domazet-Loso and Tautz 2010). Conveniently for our compara-
tive study, RNA-seq and genomic tracks for H3K4me3 and
H3K27ac were previously obtained for 24-hpf zebrafish embryos
(Bogdanovic et al. 2012; Collins et al. 2012; Choudhuri et al. 2013).
To determine which developmental stage in medaka shows the
highest similarity to this zebrafish stage, we examined anatomical
landmarks used as a reference for staging in both species (Kimmel
et al. 1995; Iwamatsu 2004). These include, among others, the
onset of heart beating and blood circulation, the formation of the
optic cup and lens vesicles, or the formation of fin and hepatic
buds (Supplemental Table S1). According to most of the features
analyzed, medaka embryos show maximum anatomical similarity
to 24-hpf zebrafish embryos at ;44–48 h of development (stage
24) (Supplemental Fig. S1). Despite the relatively large evolution-
ary distance separating both teleost lineages (115–200 Myr),
zebrafish and medaka embryos show a very similar body plan
within this developmental window (Fig. 1). Therefore, medaka
stage 24 and zebrafish 24 hpf were selected as equivalent reference
stages in our comparative study.
The relative developmental timing of ontogenetic events is
largely conserved between zebrafish and medaka during mid-em-
bryogenesis. This is the case for the onset of heart beating, the
development of the optic cup and lens vesicle, and the general
morphology of the brain (Fig. 1A–C). In addition to the observed
similarities, a few heterochronies (i.e., outliers from the main de-
velopmental sequence) were also evident (Fig. 1D; Supplemental
Table S1). While somitogenesis has only progressed halfway
through in medaka at this stage, it is already completed in zebra-
fish. Furthermore, in contrast to immobile medaka embryos,
zebrafish show spontaneous contractions of the trunk and the tail
at 24 hpf (Supplemental Fig. S1; Supplemental Movie 1; Kimmel
et al. 1995). This is in agreement with previous observations
showing that somitogenesis onset and completion, as well as
somite number, vary considerably among vertebrate species
(Richardson et al. 1998). A second prominent heterochrony was
also noticeable for the formation of the fin buds, which happens
much earlier in zebrafish (22 hpf) than in medaka embryos (stage
27) (Fig. 1D). Similarly to somitogenesis, fin bud formation has
been described as a developmental process frequently uncoupled
from the general zootype in vertebrate embryos (Bininda-Emonds
et al. 2007; Sakamoto et al. 2009). Interestingly, we could detect
only a couple of anatomical traits for which organogenesis
progresses earlier in medaka than in zebrafish: the formation of
the hepatic and pancreatic buds (Fig. 1D). This observation is
consistent with previous descriptions of endoderm derivatives
development in both species (Field et al. 2003; Watanabe et al.
2004).
Tissue-specific expression levels resemble anatomical
similarities and heterochronies during the phylotypic period
To examine whether the morphological similarities and asyn-
chronies observed correlate with an underlying molecular activity,
we performed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analyses in medaka at
stage 24 (44 hpf) in duplicate and compared RNA levels with the
previously published 24-hpf zebrafish transcriptomes (Collins
et al. 2012; Choudhuri et al. 2013). The quality of themedaka RNA-
seq data was confirmed by the high correlation of the biological
replicates (Pearson correlation = 0.99). Although embryo staging is
standardized within the zebrafish community (Kimmel et al.
1995), potential differences in the collection and processing of the
embryos may be observed. However, the zebrafish 24-hpf data sets
used in this study showed a high Pearson correlation coefficient
(0.96), despite having been generated in two independent labo-
ratories (Collins et al. 2012; Choudhuri et al. 2013). For in-
terspecies comparisons, we analyzed the expression levels of a set
of 9178 orthologous genes, excluding those with reduced RNA
expression (counts per million reads [CPM] < 1) (Supplemental
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Table S2; see Methods). We found a relatively high correlation
between the overall transcriptomes of the two species (Pearson
correlation = 0.71) (Fig. 2A). This is in agreement with a previous
study comparing vertebrate transcriptomes that shows highest
correlation coefficients during the pharyngula window (Irie and
Kuratani 2011). To compare gene profiles for different structures,
a selection of tissue-specific genes was made based on the ZFIN
expression database (Sprague et al. 2006). This list was filtered
further through the 9178 orthologous list (Supplemental Table
S2). First, we compared the expression levels of genes expressed
in the eye, an organ for which no anatomical differences were
observed between both species; and in themuscles, for which the
differences were evident (Fig. 1). Consistent with the morpho-
logical data, we observed that 30% of the genes expressed in the
muscles were up-regulated (i.e., more than fourfold) in zebrafish
(Fig. 2B). On the contrary, 88.7% of the genes expressed in the
eye did not show differential expression between the two or-
ganisms (Fig. 2B). We next extended the analysis to other tissues
and quantified the significance of the observed changes in ex-
pression levels. As is shown in Figure 2C, in addition to the
muscles, significant differences in RNA levels were also observed
in nervous system–specific genes, which are higher in zebrafish
than in medaka. This suggests a premature development of the
nervous system in zebrafish that may be consistent with the
formation of the neuromuscular junctions required for the active
twitching of the tail musculature. With the exception of small
but significant differences observed for genes expressed in the
epidermis, no additional differences were observed for the rest
of the tissue-specific genes examined (Fig. 2C; Supplemental
Fig. S2).
To examine whether the divergent expression of tissue-spe-
cific genes was due to a delay or an advance in the timing of
ontogenetic events, we included two
other reference vertebrates, mouse (Mus
musculus) and Xenopus (X. tropicalis) in
our comparative transcriptomics analy-
ses. Based on previous studies, we selected
embryos within the pharyngula period
for these two organisms (Irie andKuratani
2011). For Xenopus, previously published
data from stage 24–26 embryos were in-
cluded in our study (Tan et al. 2013). For
mouse, we performed a complete RNA
sequencing analysis in duplicate using
10.5-d embryos (Pearson correlation be-
tween replicates = 0.75). As expected,
pairwise correlation between these four
vertebrates revealed that the general ex-
pression levels of orthologous genes are
more similar in evolutionarily related
species (Supplemental Fig. S2A). How-
ever, when we analyzed gene expression
in specific tissues, we found more simi-
laritywhen either zebrafish vs.Xenopus or
medaka vs. mouse were compared (Sup-
plemental Fig. S2C). In particular, tran-
scriptional profiles indicated that specific
tissues, such as the muscles and the ner-
vous system, develop comparatively faster
in zebrafish and Xenopus than in me-
daka and mouse. A possible explanation
for this observation may be derived from
species-specific ecological adaptations during embryogenesis.
Zebrafish andXenopus produce large clutches of eggs (100–300 and
1000–3000, respectively) and, most importantly, hatch as free-
swimming larvae after a few days of development. In contrast,
embryos are produced in smaller numbers (10–30 and 10–15, re-
spectively) and develop at a slower pace in medaka and in the
mouse (Supplemental Table S3). This suggests that, although an-
atomical similarities are maximal at the phylotypic stage, the de-
velopmental timing of individual tissues can be conditioned by
adaptive requirements and ecological strategies.
To further analyze comparatively the transcriptome of me-
daka and zebrafish in an independent manner, we computed the
number of differentially expressed genes using the edgeR package
(Robinson et al. 2010). Selecting a false discovery rate threshold
(FDR) < 5%and a fold change greater than fourfold (log2 FC > 2), we
identified 1085 genes (15.2% of the orthologs list) with higher
expression in zebrafish and 600 genes (8.4% of the orthologs) up-
regulated in medaka (Supplemental Table S2). Interestingly, the
functional categories (Biological process) obtained by DAVID gene
ontology (GO) analysis (Huang da et al. 2009) of differentially
expressed genes confirmed the up-regulation in zebrafish for
muscle tissue development (P = 5.18 3 104) and neurological
system process- (P = 1.17 3 103) related genes. Besides, we found
differences in other biological processes not identified through
direct morphological observation such as signaling cascade, car-
diac muscle tissue development, and protein localization (Fig. 2D;
Supplemental Table S2). In the case of medaka up-regulated tran-
scripts, we found that genes related to the cofactor metabolic
process (P = 7.513 103) and oxidation reduction (P = 4.153 107)
were overrepresented with respect to zebrafish. In order to confirm
our GO analyses, we decided to use PANTHER, a second bio-
informatics tool that has been recently released (Mi et al. 2013).
Figure 1. Comparative anatomy of stage 24 (44 hpf) medaka (O. latipes) and 24-hpf zebrafish
(D. rerio) embryos during the phylotypic window (A). Note that both embryo size and general body plan
are comparable between medaka (B) and zebrafish (C ) at selected stages. The graph shows the onset of
key anatomical landmarks plotted in hpf for zebrafish (x-axis) and medaka (y-axis) throughout de-
velopment (D). The main developmental sequence is indicated as a green dotted line. Red and blue dots
represent heterochronic structures between both species. See also Supplemental Table S1. Bar = 100
mm. (fb) Forebrain, (hb) hindbrain, (ls) lens, (mb) midbrain, (mhb) midbrain-hindbrain boundary, (nr)
neural retina, (ov) otic vesicle.
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This second analysis corroborated our previous conclusions, for it
showed a significant enrichment in GO terms linked to synaptic
transmission and muscle development (e.g., neurological system
process, synaptic transmission, mesoderm development, muscle
organ development, and transmission of nerve impulse) in genes
up-regulated in zebrafish (Supplemental Table S2). In the case of
medaka up-regulated transcripts, we found less significantly
enriched GO terms, and they were child terms linked to metabolic
processes (e.g., lipid metabolic process, cellular amino acid meta-
bolic process, carbohydrate metabolic process), as we observed
previously in our DAVID analysis.
All together, these results indicate that the correlation level
observed upon comparative analysis of tissue-specific genes re-
sembles not only the anatomical similarities, but also the devel-
opmental heterochronies identified between both species.
Identification of conserved H3K27ac
marks during the phylotypic period
During embryogenesis, transcriptional
control is achieved through the coordi-
nated activation of cis-regulatory elements.
In recent years, a number of epigenetic
marks have been identified as molecular
signatures of the activity-state of these
regulatory elements (Ong and Corces
2012; Calo and Wysocka 2013). One of
them, acetylationof lysine 27onhistone3
(H3K27ac) has been shown to be a land-
mark of active transcriptional regulatory
elements and promoters in different spe-
cies (Wang et al. 2008; Heintzman et al.
2009; Creyghton et al. 2010; Rada-Iglesias
et al. 2011; Bogdanovic et al. 2012).
Although comparative analyses of these
marks have beenperformed in anumberof
cell types, including stem cells (Goke et al.
2011;Woo and Li 2012; Xiao et al. 2012),
no such comparisons have been carried
out during embryogenesis in general,
and at the phylotypic stage in particular.
In order to address this point, first we
set out to identify active transcrip-
tional regulatory elements inmedaka. To
that end, we performed ChIP-seq exper-
iments with specific antibodies against
H3K4me3 (histone 3 lysine 4 trimeth-
ylation) and H3K27ac (Fig. 3A). The reads
obtained from sequencing of immuno-
precipitated DNA were aligned to the
medaka genome (oryLat2 assembly, En-
sembl) (Flicek et al. 2013). Then, we used
the H3K4me3 mark to filter out pro-
moters from putative active enhancers,
both harboring the H3K27ac mark (Fig.
3A C; Ong and Corces 2012). Of 24,027
H3K27ac peaks obtained, we could iden-
tify 12,938 that did not overlap with
H3K4me3 domains and therefore repre-
sent the subset of putative active regula-
tory regions (PARRs) at this stage (Fig. 3C).
The remaining 11,089 H3K27ac peaks
represent those regions occupying active
promoters (Fig. 3C). As a validation of our data sets, we found that
regions containing both H3K27ac and H3K4me3 marks are as-
sociated with transcriptionally active genes, as confirmed by the
analysis of our medaka RNA-seq data (Fig. 3D).
Once we identified the putative cis-regulatory elements at
the phylotypic stage in medaka, we proceeded to analyze their evo-
lutionary conservation, using zebrafish as a reference, a distantly
related teleost species. To that end, published ChIP-seq data
(Bogdanovic et al. 2012) were used to identify an equivalent set of
8892 PARRs in zebrafish (Supplemental Table S4). For our analyses,
we compared these two data sets from medaka and zebrafish, to-
gether with a list of conserved regions between both species, as
obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser (Meyer et al. 2013).
Based on this information,we defined two kinds of conservedDNA
domains: Only-one-species PARRs (OPARRs—peaks conserved but
Figure 2. Comparison of expression levels between zebrafish and medaka at the phylotypic stage.
(A) Correlation plot of zebrafish and medaka expression levels of the 7118 orthologs with expression
higher than 1 count per million reads (CPM). The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) is indicated at the
upper left corner. (B) Genes expressed in muscles (red) or the eye (blue), according to ZFIN annotations,
are drawn over the total number of orthologous genes (gray). Each point represents the expression level
of a given gene (log2 RPKM) in both species. Continuous black lines mark a fourfold change in ex-
pression. (C ) Comparison of the expression levels in different tissues in the two species mentioned
above. Bottom and top of boxes indicate 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively, and lines in the boxes
indicate medians. Whiskers indicate the lowest and the highest data points within 1.53 interquartile
range from the box. (*) P < 0.05, (**) P < 0.01, (***) P < 0.001 (Wilcoxon rank sum test). See also
Supplemental Figure S2. (D) Gene ontology categories most significantly overrepresented in differen-
tially expressed genes sorted by P-value. (Blue) Categories up-regulated in zebrafish; (gray) categories
up-regulated in medaka.
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putatively active only in one of the two species) and Shared
PARRs (SPARRs—peaks conserved and putatively active in both
species) (Fig. 4A,B; see peaks validation by qPCR in Methods sec-
tion). The medaka data set was compared against the zebrafish
one, and vice versa. As a result, we obtained 3992 OPARRs and
680 SPARRs in medaka and 2032 OPARRs and 701 SPARRs in
zebrafish (Supplemental Table S4). The small discrepancy observed
among species in the number of SPARRs is due to both the presence
of duplicated regions and the occasional incomplete overlap be-
tween SPARRs and conserved regions. To explore the functional
significance of these results, we assigned the nearest gene to
each PARR to further study their features. Independent of whether
gene assignation was examined in medaka or zebrafish, we
found that the genomic landscape of SPARR-associated genes
had a much wider and higher H3K27ac mean profile than the
average of all PARRs-associated genes (Fig. 4C). This might
correspond to genes with a high number of cis-regulatory re-
gions, many of them located far away from the promoter, which
would result in a more complex transcriptional regulation. In
fact, when we calculated the number of peaks associated with
OPARRs, SPARRs, and all PARRs-related genes, we found that
the proportion of genes including several H3K27ac peaks was
significantly higher in the SPARRs sub-
set (Fig. 4D). Tominimize potential errors
caused by inaccuracies in the assign-
ment of SPARRs to neighbor genes (i.e.,
due both to local assembly mistakes
and to chromosomal rearrangements),
we refined our analysis by focusing in
on SPARRs associated with the same
gene in both species. This refined list of
SPARRs, here named as cSPARRs, are as-
sociated with genes that showed an
even higher number of H3K27ac regu-
latory regions than the original SPARR-
associated genes (Supplemental Fig. S3A,B).
Interestingly, a significant fraction of
genes associated with SPARRs also in-
clude OPARRs in their vicinity, thus in-
dicating that their regulation is more
complex (Supplemental Fig. S3C). Taken
together, these results indicate that genes
with a more complex regulation are
also those harboring conserved active
enhancers.
To determine whether this conser-
vation is restricted to teleosts or is also
maintained in other vertebrates, we
compared our data with that of the VISTA
Enhancer Browser, a resource including
experimentally validated human and
mouse noncoding fragments with gene
enhancer activity (Visel et al. 2007). In
this project, 1857 noncoding human re-
gions selected by means of phylogenetic
foot-printing analyses and tissue-specific
ChIP-seq assays of epigenomic marks
have been tested in mouse transgenic as-
says. Of these sequences, 982 are able to
drive consistent expression patterns and,
therefore, are considered as active regu-
latory regions. Of the 12,938 PARRs
found in medaka, 2157 are conserved with the human genome,
and from them 115 overlap with regions analyzed in the VISTA
Enhancer Browser collection. A high proportion of these con-
served regions (82, 71.3%) were found active in mouse transgenic
assays (Supplemental Table S5). When we compared the SPARRs
(n = 680) from medaka, 253 were conserved in humans. In-
terestingly, an even higher percentage (88.6%) of the SPARRs were
experimentally confirmed as active enhancers in transgenic mice
(31 out of the 35 regions found in the VISTA Enhancer Browser
database) (Supplemental Fig. S4). Similar results were obtained
using the zebrafish data as a reference (Supplemental Table S5).
This significantly higher percentage (hypergeometric test, P =
0.00095) of positive regulatory regions within the SPARRs suggests
that regions putatively active in both teleost species are also active
in other vertebrates as well. To test this hypothesis, we crossed the
VISTA Enhancer Browser information of elements tested in trans-
genesis assays with H3K27ac tracks obtained from human ES cells
differentiated into distinct cell types representing the basic em-
bryonic cell layers (Xie et al. 2013). Approximately 2/3 (21 out of
31 in medaka and 18 out of 27 in zebrafish) of the regions that
showed regulatory activity in mouse transgenesis assays were also
acetylated in at least one human differentiated cell type. In con-
Figure 3. Characterization of epigenetic marks in stage 24 (44 hpf) medaka embryos. (A) UCSC
Genome Browser view of H3K4me3 and H3K27ac tracks obtained from medaka ChIP-seq data. As
previously described, both epigenomic marks cover the promoter regions of active genes. (B) K-means
clustering (k = 2) of H3K4me3 and H3K27ac signals in65 kb around the TSS of all the genes annotated
in the medaka genome. Cluster2 is enriched in both signals around promoters. (C ) Venn diagram
showing the fraction of H3K27ac regions overlapping with H3K4me3 regions (promoters). (D) Average
expression (in RPKM) of genes grouped in clusters in B. Cluster2 genes show an average expression level
higher than genes from Cluster1.
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trast, most of the regions (three out of four in medaka and five out
of five in zebrafish) that were negative in transgenesis assays were
also negative for the acetylation mark in differentiated human ES
cells (Supplemental Table S5).
To further validate the functional conservation of SPARRs
across vertebrates, we carried out transient transgenesis assays in
zebrafish by injecting the corresponding fish regions (n = 6)
orthologous to the tested mammalian enhancers (VISTA Enhancer
Browser). Interestingly, the six regions tested (hs73, hs619, hs625,
hs969, hs1315, and hs1327) directed the expression of the reporter
GFP in a similar manner (i.e., to the same tissues) as the homolo-
gous regions in mice (Supplemental Fig. S5). Moreover, we tested
three of these regions (hs73, hs1315, and hs1327) in transient
transgenesis assays in medaka, obtaining very similar results
(Supplemental Fig. S5). These results further confirmed that re-
gions active in both teleost species are also functionally conserved
in other vertebrates.
Conserved transcriptional control of genes associated
with shared regulatory regions
To integrate the information we obtained from the analysis of
chromatin epigenetic marks with our gene expression data, we
examined the expression levels of genes associated with OPARR
Figure 4. Analysis of the regulatory landscape of phylotypic genes associated with SPARRs and OPARRs. (A,B) Two examples of SPARR (1, 2) and one of
OPARR (3) in the medaka genome (A) and their orthologous regions in zebrafish (B) are shown. (C ) Average profiles of H3K27ac signal covering a 400-kb
landscape for genes associated with all-PARRs (blue line) and SPARRs (green line) in both species: medaka and zebrafish (upper and lower panels, re-
spectively). The average of reads in each bin of 200 bp is represented in log scale on the x-axis. The y-axis shows the position around the gene TSS, in kb. (D)
Frequency distribution of orthologous genes (in percent) associated with either all H3K27ac peaks (all-PARRs), OPARRs, or SPARRs, according to the
number of H3K27ac regulatory regions included in their vicinity; medaka and zebrafish (upper and lower panels, respectively).
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and cSPARRs regions. Expression analysis of medaka genes in the
vicinity of H3K27ac regions showed that whereas OPARRs-associ-
ated genes display very variable expression levels between species,
cSPARR-associated genes were significantly enriched in non-
differentially expressed genes (P = 0.46 and P = 0.03 for OPARR and
cSPARRs, respectively; hypergeometric test) (Fig. 5A). Similar re-
sults were derived from the analysis of zebrafish genes associated
with H3K27ac regions (data not shown). Moreover, we observed
that the median expression level of cSPARR-associated genes was
significantly higher than the expression average of both genes
containing OPARRs and the overall transcriptome (Fig. 5B). These
results indicate that the expression control of genes associated
with shared regulatory regions is significantly conserved through
evolution.
A general DAVID analysis of GO term enrichment in the
general list of genes associated with PARRs both in zebrafish and
medaka reflected the transcriptionally active state of a broad set of
genes related to diverse developmental processes. A number of GO
terms involved in tissue patterning (e.g., regionalization, P = 6.08
3 107; or pattern specification process, P = 1.17 3 106), cellular
and epithelial morphogenesis (e.g., tissue morphogenesis, P = 5.04
3 108; or cell motion, P = 3.24 3 106), or precursor differentia-
tion (e.g., neuron differentiation, P = 2.13 3 105) were derived
from these analyses (Supplemental Table S6). In contrast, when
GO terms were analyzed only for the list of cSPARR-associated
genes, all the significantly enriched terms were related to tran-
scriptional categories such as regulation of transcription: P = 5.653
108; regulation of RNA metabolism process: P = 6.04 3 108; or
transcription: P = 1.57 3 104 (Fig. 5C; Supplemental Table S6).
Moreover, the enrichment analysis of InterPro protein domains
related to these cSPARR-associated genes showed the overrep-
resentation of important transcriptional domains for developmental
processes, such as the homeodomain (P = 7.45 3 105), zinc finger
C2H2 (P=8.473 104), SMAD domain (P = 5.103 103), or winged
helix repressor DNA-binding (P = 9.483 103) (Supplemental Table
S6). A detailed analysis of the occurrence of the InterPro domains
present in the transcription factors identified within the collection
of 145 cSPARR-associated genes is shown in Figure 5D.
Taken together, these results indicate that not only are de-
velopmental genes conserved at the vertebrate phylotypic stage
(Domazet-Loso and Tautz 2010) but the key regulatory regions
responsible for their tight and complex modulation are also con-
served. Our data suggest that the shared regulatory elements
identified in our study constitute essential nodes of the con-
strained transcriptional network operating at the phylotypic stage.
Discussion
In this work, we compared zebrafish and medaka pharyngula
embryos morphologically and molecularly. We have examined
both their transcriptomes and predictive
epigenetic marks for conserved active
enhancers during the phylotypic win-
dow. Whereas in closely related verte-
brates, the high overall genome similarity
masks the identification of noncoding
conserved elements, only a few of them
can be identified outside the vertebrate
group and even less show enough trans-
phyletic conservation to be tracked be-
yond the Cambrian horizon (McEwen
et al. 2009; Royo et al. 2011; Clarke et al.
2012). The evolutionary distance between
zebrafish and medaka (115–200 Myr) is
suitable for the identification and analy-
sis of conserved regulatory elements in
vertebrates (Furutani-Seiki and Wittbrodt
2004).
Despite their evolutionary distance,
zebrafish andmedaka share a very similar
anatomy, which is particularly notice-
able when embryos are compared at the
phylotypic stage. Nevertheless, a number
of heterochronies are observed during this
developmental window (here described
in Supplemental Table S1). In fact, the
observation of such conspicuous hetero-
chronies between vertebrate phylotypic
embryos has been an argument raised
against the hourglass model (Richardson
et al. 1998). In agreement with the
hourglass hypothesis, comparative tran-
scriptomics in vertebrates have revealed
that interspecies correlation in gene ex-
pression levels is maximal within this
phylotypic window (Irie and Kuratani
2011). Our comparative analysis of tissue-
Figure 5. Integration of genome-wide epigenetic and expression data. (A) Comparison of zebrafish
and medaka expression levels (log2 RPKM) for genes associated with OPARR (orange) and cSPARR
(green) regions, as identified in medaka. These genes are plotted over the total number of genes as-
sociated with H3K27ac regions identified in medaka (gray). The number of genes included in each
group is indicated in the upper left corner. Only genes with CPM > 1 are plotted. Note that genes
associated with cSPARRs are significantly enriched in nondifferentially expressed transcripts (P = 0.46
and P = 0.03 for OPARRs and cSPARRs, respectively; hypergeometric test). (B) Box plot indicating the
average expression levels (RPKM) of genes associated with cSPARR, OPARR, and all H3K27ac regions
identified in medaka. (***) P < 0.001 (Wilcoxon rank sum test). (C ) Gene ontology analysis of the total
number of genes associated with cSPARRs. Significant biological process categories (P < 0.05) revealed
that genes associated with cSPARRs are involved mainly in transcriptional regulation. (D) Representative
InterPro domains present in transcription factors identified within the total collection of genes associated
with cSPARRs. Numbers inside the chart indicate the number of genes present in each category.
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specific genes shows that there is a high concordance of expres-
sion levels in synchronously developing tissues, and thus is in line
with previous comparative transcriptomic analyses (Domazet-Loso
and Tautz 2010; Irie and Kuratani 2011). In addition, our work
shows that this concordance drops when gene expression is
compared for heterochronic structures (e.g., muscles and nervous
system). This observation fits under the umbrella of the general
notion that changes in gene regulatory networks (GRNs) play
a prevalent role in the evolution of animal form (Davidson 2006;
Carroll 2008).
The objective of this study is not to provide additional evi-
dence showingmolecular constraints at the phylotypic period; this
has been sufficiently addressed by others. We rather aim to have
a first look at the nature of such constraints. Cis-regulatory mod-
ules (CRMs) have been considered not only the units of input in-
formation in GRNs but also the fundamental units of evolutionary
change (Davidson 2006). In this report, we have performed
a comparative epigenomics study to identify a subset of ;700
putative CRMs (here termed SPARRs) that are both conserved and
active in zebrafish andmedaka pharyngula embryos. Here we have
associated each CRM to the nearest gene. Provided that enhancers
for a particular gene could even lie in a neighbor gene intron
(Lettice et al. 2003; Smemo et al. 2014), this assumption may lead
to potential errors. However, assignment by nearest gene model is
themost widely usedmethod, and it has been shown that patterns
of enhancer activity correlate strongly with patterns of nearest-
gene expression (Ernst et al. 2011; Shen et al. 2012). Our analysis of
molecular domains for genes associated with SPARRs reveals that
a large proportion of them provide regulatory input to genes
encoding transcription factors. This finding suggests that these
regulatory regions represent constrained nodes from essential
GRNs operating at the phylotypic period in the teleost group.
Furthermore, it is likely that the core set of nodes responsible for
the evolutionary stability of the vertebrate body plan is, to a large
extent, comprised within these regions conserved in teleosts. In
agreement with this, a large proportion (88%) of the human
SPARRs homologs included in the tested (i.e., in transgenesis as-
says) collection of CRMs at the VISTA Enhancer Browser behave as
tissue-specific active enhancers.
There are a number of reasons to think that the collection of
700 SPARRs identified here represents an underestimate of the
actual number of core CRMs responsible for the architecture of the
vertebrate phylotype. First, in our analysis we have considered
only regulatory regions conserved between the two teleosts, which
roughly correspond to a third of the acetylated regions (PARRs)
identified in each species. This approach, however, may have ex-
cluded a number of elements that still share similar functional
logic (i.e., a similar composition of transcription factor binding
sites) but whose overall sequence conservation is beyond the de-
tection limits of conventional alignment tools (Fisher et al. 2006;
He et al. 2011; Taher et al. 2011). In addition, comparative ChIP-
seq studies have also pointed to the existence of pervasive species-
specific gene regulation in a number of tissues, including ES cells
(The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007; Schmidt et al. 2010; The
ENCODE Project Consortium 2012). To what extent this also ap-
plies to complex CRMs regulating master developmental genes is
currently unclear. Finally, the intrinsic technical limitations im-
posed by ChIP-seq approaches applied to whole embryos might
result in false negatives and hence in an underestimate of the total
number of co-acetylated regions in teleost genomes. This may
partially explain why a large proportion of the conserved acety-
lated regions identified in our study appear to be active only in one
species at the phylotypic period (OPARRs). Althoughwe show that,
collectively, gene regulatory features associated with SPARRs and
OPARRs are significantly different, we cannot rule out the possi-
bility that a fraction of the regions classified here as OPARRs is in
fact active below the detection level in one of the species (i.e., due
to different regulatory weight). Alternatively, the differential and
complex activation timing of these regions in the teleost genomes
could also account for the observed prevalence of OPARRs versus
SPARRs during the narrow developmental window under study.
Among vertebrate regulatory sequences, evolutionary di-
vergence has been proposed to occur faster in fish genomes. The
partitioning of regulatory elements between duplicate gene loci
after fish-specific whole-genome duplication (FSGD) has been
suggested as a causative mechanism driving their divergence and
hence the extensive adaptive radiation observed in teleosts (Taylor
et al. 2001; Christoffels et al. 2004; Hoegg et al. 2004; Meyer and
Vande Peer 2005). Thus, it has been shown thatmore than twice as
many noncoding elements are conserved between elephant shark
and human genomes than between teleost fish and human ge-
nomes (Venkatesh et al. 2006). Moreover, comparative genomics
studies have shown that conserved noncoding elements have been
evolving rapidly in teleost fishes (Wang et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2011).
Comparative analyses of epigenetic marks in other vertebrates
including tetrapods, cartilaginous fish, and agnates will comple-
ment our study and help to define more precisely the ancestral set
of CRMs in vertebrates. The analysis of these marks in basal ray-
finned fish that diverged from teleosts before the FSGD, such as the
spotted gar (Lepisosteous oculatus) (Amores et al. 2011), may be also
important to determine the degree of regulatory divergence in the
teleost group.However, even if our comparative analysis in teleosts
overlooks a fraction of the ancestral set of vertebrate CRMs, our
approach would be biased toward the identification of ‘‘essential
nodes,’’ precisely those enhancers more resilient to evolutionary
change due to their central role in the definition of the vertebrate
body plan.
It has been shown that although epigenomic conservation
does not always correlate with genomic sequence conservation, it
can provide an additional layer of information that is necessary to
interpret genome regulation (Xiao et al. 2012). Hence, the collec-
tion of shared enhancers identified here represents a powerful re-
source to investigate the architecture of theGRNs operating during
the phylotypic window. It has been postulated that the devel-
opmental programs controlling different organ primordia may be
interdependent in a way that cannot be resolved into individual
modules. This lack of modularity may have functioned as an
evolutionary constraint to stabilize the vertebrate body plan (Raff
1996). Some of the data presented here are in line with this hy-
pothesis. A large proportion of the SPARR-associated genes encode
transcription factors and components of signaling pathways that,
in turn,may act as upstream regulators of other conserved nodes of
the GRNs. In addition, SPARR-associated genes show a complex
regulatory profile, often including multiple CRMs, which sug-
gests that they represent ‘‘hub’’ genes with high connectivity
within the GRNs. In fact, an important proportion (between
44%–53%) of the SPARR-associated genes also include in their
neighborhood conserved regions that are acetylated only in one
of the two species (here termed OPARRs). Whether these putative
enhancers act as ‘‘shadow enhancers’’ providing functional ro-
bustness to a ‘‘primary’’ enhancer (Hong et al. 2008; Frankel et al.
2010) or, alternatively, bring independent regulatory input needs
to be determined. Furthermore, detailed analyses of predicted
connectivity focused in the nodes of phylotypic and non-
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phylotypic GRNs will be required to formally prove Raff’s lack-of-
modularity hypothesis.
Methods
Fish stocks and genomes
Medaka (O. latipes) and zebrafish (D. rerio) wild-type strains were
kept as closed stocks, and embryos were staged as previously de-
scribed (Kimmel et al. 1995; Iwamatsu 2004). The genome as-
semblies for medaka and zebrafish genomes have been released
(Flicek et al. 2013). The zebrafish genome (Zv9) has a size of 1505
Mb, and 26,206 protein-coding genes have been annotated
(Collins et al. 2012; Howe et al. 2013). The medaka genome
(HdrR-2005) has a size of 700 Mb, and a total of 20,141 coding
genes have been predicted (Kasahara et al. 2007).
Embryo collection and RNA samples
Whole medaka and mouse embryos (without extra-embryonic
membranes) were collected according to standard procedures. All
the animal experiments were carried out in accordance with the
guidelines of our Institutional Animal Ethics Committee. For me-
daka experiments, a total of 60 embryos were suspended in TRIzol
reagent (Intron Biotechnology) with chloroform. Two replicates
for each sample were used for RNA-seq analyses. Total RNA was
isolated from the aqueous phase, purified by isopropanol pre-
cipitation, and cleaned using the RNeasy MinElute Cleanup kit
(Qiagen). For mouse samples, four day 10.5 embryos were pooled
and homogenized, and total RNA was extracted similarly. Two
replicates for each sample were also used for mouse RNA-seq
analyses. Subsequent processes, including preparation of se-
quencing libraries, were performed by standard TruSeqTM RNA
sample preparation (Illumina) with the following changes: Purifi-
cationswere carried out usingQiagen clean-up columns, and e-gels
were used for size selection. Samples were sequenced using HiSeq
2000 at the EMBL Genomics Core Facility (EMBL-Heidelberg).
Criteria for orthologous genes identification
Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) searching (E-value < 13
1020) was applied to the nonredundant proteome of each or-
ganism downloaded from the EMBL Ensembl website (http://
www.ensembl.org/). Pairs of genes with reciprocal best BLAST hits
(RBBHs) were defined to be orthologs.
RNA-seq data processing
Raw RNA sequence data from medaka and mouse, and previously
published Xenopus (Tan et al. 2013) and zebrafish (Collins et al.
2012; Choudhuri et al. 2013) data, were aligned with the oryLat2
(October 2005), mm9 (July 2007), xenTro2 (August 2005), and
danRer7 (July 2010) genome versions, respectively, using TopHat
(Trapnell et al. 2009). To minimize errors due to the variability
between species annotations, we took into account only the
number ofmapped reads that overlappedwith the Ensembl coding
sequences of those genes present in our orthologs list. Expression
values were obtained by calculating the sum of all the expression
hits from distinct exons annotated to a single locus using RSeQC
software (Wang et al. 2012). To filter low-expressed genes, loci with
counts per million reads (CPM) <1 in at least two samples were
discarded. For differential expression analyses, raw count datawere
processed using the edgeR package under default conditions
(Robinson and Smyth 2008), and genes with FDR < 5% and fold
change > 4 were considered significant. For analyses of expression
levels in different tissues, data were normalized by scaling read
counts to reads per kilobase per million reads (RPKM), followed by
quantile normalization to reduce variability between samples.
Data were log2 transformed and the mean of the replicates was
used in further analyses. Genes expressed in specific tissues were
obtained from Ensembl filtered by expression in ZFIN (Sprague
et al. 2006) anatomical system data: ‘‘digestive,’’ ‘‘epidermis,’’
‘‘eye,’’ ‘‘hemocardio,’’ ‘‘muscle,’’ and ‘‘nervous,’’ and filtered to
obtain genes that only are expressed in one of the tissues (Sup-
plemental Table S2).
Gene ontology analyses
Gene ontology analyses were performed using DAVID (Huang da
et al. 2009) and PANTHER (Mi et al. 2013). Only the ‘‘Biological
Process’’ tree was used in the study. As themedaka genomewas not
represented in DAVID, only zebrafish Ensembl gene names were
used for the analysis. For GO analyses of differentially expressed
genes, we used as a reference background the list of orthologous
genes with CPM > 1 (Supplemental Table S2). We considered sig-
nificant GO categories with a P-value < 0.05 and more than seven
genes. For GO analyses of ChIP-seq data, the complete list of
orthologous genes was used as background. GO categories with
a P-value < 0.05 were considered significant. P-values were cor-
rected by multiple testing.
Medaka ChIP-seq
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed following
a protocol reported for zebrafish (Bogdanovic et al. 2013) with
minor modifications. Per ChIP, we used 600 dechorionated em-
bryos at stage 24. Samples were sonicated using the Diagenode
Bioruptor device with the following cycling conditions: 12 min
high–30 sec on, 30 sec off; 12 min on ice; 12 min high–30 sec on,
30 sec off. The size of sonicated DNA was in the range of 100–500
bp. The anti-H3K4me3 (pAB-033-050) antibody was obtained
from Diagenode. The anti-H3K27ac (ab4729) antibody was pur-
chased from Abcam. Immunoprecipitated DNAwas purified with
QIAquick columns (Qiagen). DNA ends were repaired and the
adaptors ligated. The size-selected (300 bp) library was then
amplified in a PCR reaction and sequenced using the Genome
Analyzer (Illumina). The sequenced reads were mapped to the
reference medaka genome (oryLat2 assembly) with Bowtie soft-
ware (Langmead et al. 2009). Peak callings were performed with
MACS (Zhang et al. 2008) using default parameters. Peaks were
independently validated by qPCR, using specific primers for 12
regions, four of them acetylated in medaka but not in zebrafish,
four acetylated in zebrafish but not in medaka, and four acety-
lated in both species (Supplemental Fig. S6). To further test the
reproducibility of the ChIP-seq experiment for H3K27ac marks,
a second biological replicate was analyzed. Reads from both rep-
licates (grouped in windows of 1 kb over the genome) show
a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.97 (Supplemental Fig. S7).
Comparison between zebrafish and medaka ChIP-seq data
In order to compare acetylation peaks obtained from ChIP-seq
analyses in both species, chained and netted alignments (axt
format) between danRer7 and oryLat2 assemblies were down-
loaded from the UCSC Genome Browser downloads web page
(http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/downloads.html). Minus-strand
coordinates were transformed to plus-strand coordinates. To obtain
epigenomic marks corresponding to enhancers, only those H3K27-
acetylated peaks that do not overlap with an H3K4-trimethylated
peak were considered for each species. This subtraction was per-
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formed using BEDTools software (Quinlan and Hall 2010). Putative
active regulatory regions identified in one species were crossed with
the axt alignment file to map the orthologous positions in the
second species. The resulting list was then compared with the
mappedPARRs in the second species. A fraction of the PARRs in each
species overlapped with conserved regions from the UCSCGenome
Browser. For zebrafish PARRs, this overlapping was determined as
86.5% of the total length of the conserved region, on average. For
medaka, the mean overlap was 80.5% of the conserved region.
Integration of ChIP-seq and RNA-seq data
RNA-seq profiles were integrated with ChIP-seq data by assigning
each acetylated region to its nearest gene using BEDTools. The
expression levels of genes associated with PARRs were obtained
from our medaka RNA-seq or from the reported zebrafish data sets
(Collins et al. 2012; Choudhuri et al. 2013)
Data access
The ChIP-seq and RNA-seq data included in this work have
been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO;
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under the following acces-
sion numbers: GSE46351 (medaka stage 24 ChIP-seq tracks),
GSE46484 (medaka stage 24 RNA-seq tracks), and GSE47033
(mouse E10.5 RNA-seq tracks).
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